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REFLECTIONS ABOUT LEGAL EDUCATION AND JUSTICE FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF A LATINA LAW SCHOOL DEAN

MARÍA PABÓN LÓPEZ*

INTRODUCTION

I am deeply appreciative of this opportunity to share my thoughts about these two critical topics—the training of lawyers in our times, and equality and social justice in the United States and globally. While I am deeply aware of the harsh challenges facing legal education and justice in the world, I am also optimistic and regard such challenges as opportunities for mindful growth. This Essay discusses my experiences regarding these themes as I daily toil in the field of law deaning.1 As I am in the seventh month of law deaning, these reflections by necessity only draw upon a limited time.

* María Pabón López, Dean and Judge Adrian G. Duplantier Distinguished Professor of Law, Loyola University New Orleans College of Law; A.B. Princeton University; J.D. University of Pennsylvania School of Law. I appreciate the kind invitation of Professor Francisco Valdés to present an earlier version of this Essay at a panel entitled: Legal Education, Justice and the Law School Dean: Latinas at the Center at LatCrit XVI, which took place in San Diego, CA, on October 8, 2011. I am also grateful to Carmen González for her hard work in putting together the panel as well as for her patience and support during the preparation of this Essay. I appreciate the comments of my comadre Karen E. Bravo on an earlier draft of this piece and the patience of SpearIt and Tayyab Mahmud in the preparation of this Essay. Finally, many thanks to Pierce C. Azuma, Class of 2011, Loyola New Orleans College of Law, for his excellent research assistance. I dedicate this Essay with much love to three women in my life who support and challenge me daily: my mother Naida Arroyo viuda de Pabón, and my two daughters, Marina Nayar López Pabón and Cora Lucia López Pabón. The support of Dr. Gerardo R. López, my coauthor and most importantly, husband, is greatly appreciated. Without them all, I would be unable to be a Latina law dean and this Essay could not have been written.

1. In keeping with the two hallmark Critical Race Theory themes of intersectionality and antiessentialism, I note that my experiences as a Latina law dean are not a product of “a single, easily stated, unitary identity.” RICHARD DELGADO & JEAN STEFANCIC, CRITICAL RACE THEORY: AN INTRODUCTION 10 (2d ed. 2012). This is the case because, as Delgado and Stefancic assert: “[e]veryone has
I came to the deanship, as with all new endeavors, with keen aspirations and dreams. My main hope was and continues to be, to bring about change in the world and make it a better, more enlightened, and just place. Our global community could stand quite a bit of renovation, of enlightenment, and reinvention, especially in the areas of legal education and access to justice. Since lawyers are both servants and shapers of justice, they have endless opportunities to improve the lives of others.

On a personal note, I believe I can make a difference in the lives of others by making legal education more inclusive so that peoples of all backgrounds can actively participate in the creation of justice. I care deeply about legal education and bring energy, ideas, and a desire to succeed in leading a wonderful law school, Loyola University New Orleans College of Law, through one of the most transformative periods in the recent history of the education of lawyers in the United States. I have found that Loyola University New Orleans College of Law is the place I can realize my hopes and dreams as an academic leader because of its Jesuit social justice mission and its location in a multicultural city with a sizable Latino population.

CURRENT CHALLENGES IN CONTEMPORARY LEGAL EDUCATION

The state of legal education is in flux, changing from the traditional Langdellian model to a new model based on the need to integrate skills instruction into the doctrinal curriculum, as called for most recently in the Carnegie Report, and earlier in the MacCrate Report. Law schools must answer this call in an environment of declining traditional sources of financial support, and greater competition for law school applicants. This state of flux is especially difficult to navigate when the job market is so limited for new

potentially conflicting, overlapping identities, loyalties, and allegiances.” Id.

2. See WILLIAM M. SULLIVAN ET AL., EDUCATING LAWYERS: PREPARATION FOR THE PROFESSION OF LAW passim (2007). I note that during my interview process at Loyola, I made sure that all stakeholders were aware of my approach to change.

lawyers. Law schools are struggling to balance budgets and to attract the best applicants, while law graduates are anxious to have any possible advantage as they seek scarce employment. A recent New York Times article has highlighted these challenges to legal education.4

**MY RESPONSE TO THESE CHALLENGES**

I am a law dean who serves as an “architect for change.”5 In this role, I lead and manage my institution in these times of challenges and transition to a new reality. I work hard to understand these challenges in legal education (and there are many!), to anticipate the consequences of the challenges, to craft responses to the challenges (these become the goals), and to ensure that the responses to the challenges benefit the law school.

My first action to implementing change has been to ascertain from the various stakeholders that there is “buy in” for the actions described above. These stakeholders include the faculty, staff, students, alumni, leaders of the local legal community, friends of the law school, and others in the community. I have been engaging the stakeholders in a process of institutional planning and priority setting, to decide which goals to undertake, and in which order to undertake them. This process highlights the importance of forming lasting relationships that go beyond one particular issue. None of this is easy work, but it has so many rewards that it is all ultimately worth it.

The biggest reward I have found so far is the team building that comes from the inclusion of stakeholders. Furthermore, I am confident that with this team building I can effect change, as I have invested the stakeholders in the process and maintained transparency. The sharing of information among all stakeholders is a key to success.

**MY EXPERIENCES ON THE PATH TO BECOMING A LAW DEAN**

My commitment to legal education is rooted in my appreciation of my own educational experiences. My education from the primary

---


grades in a Caribbean island through law school at a large Ivy League institution, coupled with my work as an educator, have made me acutely aware of how professional training impacts a person’s life and livelihood, and impacts local and global communities.

I am the beneficiary of a quality education as the daughter of a Catholic schoolteacher. What I learned, inside and outside the classroom in my formative years, significantly and profoundly impacted me and helped shape who I am as a person, educator, and leader. Values instilled in me then have remained with me throughout my college and law school years, and through my professional life. Equality, spirituality, respect for the dignity of all, care and concern for our fellow human beings—these are tenets with which I was raised with, maintain today, and strive to pass along to my two young daughters.

After graduating from high school, I left my home island of Puerto Rico to attend Princeton University, and from there, I studied law at the University of Pennsylvania School of Law. Up to that time, I had neither lived in the continental United States, nor spoken English other than in school. Now, I am deeply honored to be the first woman permanent law dean in Louisiana and to have been the first and only Latina/o tenured law professor at Indiana University School of Law, Indianapolis.

The path I have followed as a legal academic has included many hours of hard work, both in the classroom and as a scholar. I have served the law school, the profession, and the Latino community as well. These contributions to social justice have been an integral part of

6. To the best of my knowledge, I am the first Puerto Rican to become a law dean in a mainland United States law school. There are four law schools in Puerto Rico and the deans of those law schools are Puerto Rican. Notably, the first woman dean of a Puerto Rican law school, Dean Vivian Neptune Rivera has recently assumed her deanship as well. See Facultad, UNIVERSIDAD DE PUERTO RICO, http://ls-po.law.upr.edu/portal/page?_pageid=241,307775,241_307812&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL (last visited Mar. 5, 2012).


being a legal scholar. Finally, I have been fortunate to receive outstanding mentorship from colleagues, as well as the blessing of constant support from my family.

An earlier part of my career included ten years of diverse practice experience: I served as a federal prosecutor, a state government attorney, a large firm lawyer, and a public interest lawyer. In that last role, I represented battered immigrant women at Legal Aid of Central Texas and led a group of lawyers and paralegals as the family law team leader. During this time, I found what would become the topic of my legal scholarship: immigrants’ rights. This came about because I learned so much about the lives of other women—women like me, Latinas, but who by accident of their place of birth did not have United States citizenship as I did. I realized that they had very different rights and experiences than mine, based only on their nationality. So years later, as a legal scholar, I decided to explore these differences. I have written about immigrant families, the education of undocumented children, the ability of immigrants to obtain driver’s licenses, and undocumented workers. All of these

9. They are: Professor George E. Edwards, Dean Kevin R. Johnson, Professor Andrew R. Klein, Professor Sylvia R. Lazos Vargas, and Professor Florence Wagman Roisman. I am thankful for their mentorship from my earliest days in the legal academy.


14. See Maria Pabón López, The Place of the Undocumented Worker in the
topics arise from my concern regarding how the United States legal system treats those who are not United States citizens. In my scholarship, I have tried to understand such treatment in the face of the U.S. Constitution’s equality guarantees as well as international human rights instruments.15

I would not have succeeded in these professional capacities without the opportunities afforded to me. Now as a dean, my way of paying forward my debt is ensuring that law students receive a high-quality legal education—which provides them opportunities to excel in their personal and professional lives—while keeping in mind the need for social justice.

SOCIAL JUSTICE MATTERS

My study, practice, and teaching of law have opened my mind and have helped shape my vision of a just society. As dean, I aim to daily contribute towards equality and social justice locally, nationally, and internationally. The work of the nine clinics and other programs offered at Loyola New Orleans College of Law, such as the Gillis Poverty Law Center's loan repayment and public interest law internship programs, is key in advancing my vision of moving towards such a just society. I believe the law school should continue providing law students with a high-quality legal education, which will enable them ethically and effectively to use the law as a social justice tool. Law schools should draw upon the resources of their faculty and staff, as well as that of alumni, community members, and other friends of the law schools serving as mentors, to help ensure that law students are prepared to serve the poor and the oppressed in the future.

I also think that law school faculties could do more to include social justice matters in the curriculum. I am impressed by the mission statement of the Society of American Law Teachers (SALT), which states as its aim: “to make the legal profession more inclusive and reflective of the great diversity of this nation; [to] enhance the quality

of legal education by advancing social justice within the curriculum and promoting innovative teaching methodologies; and [to] extend the power of law to underserved individuals and communities."\textsuperscript{16} I think social justice matters and its importance to the endeavors of law students, law professors, law deans, and all others in the legal profession needs to be underscored.

**CONCLUSION: DAILY INTERACTIONS AND LEARNING**

As a dean, I interact not just with students and faculty, but also with university administrators, potential donors, and bar association leaders—most of who are different demographically from me—they are white and male. I view my deanship as a Latina law dean as an opportunity for learning. This learning happens in two modalities: I learn from those with whom I interact and they learn from me while we interact. I have learned a great deal while serving as a Creole-Cajun Latina law dean, similarly to the years I spent as a Hoosier Latina law professor and a Latina legal writing instructor in the Show Me state. The folks in Louisiana, Indiana, and Missouri have all been welcoming and frankly, very curious about me and my background. Although I have experienced the imposition of stereotypes,\textsuperscript{17} by and large, I think the interactions have been positive.

Over the years, I have had a “Latino 101” chat with my students where we discuss, for example, the difference between the terms Hispanic and Latino. “What is the best way to address you?”—they have asked. I answer to try the nationality first; so in my case, Puerto Rican. So call me Puerto Rican, but I tell them that of course, I will respond to Latina as well. The term “Hispanic” does not particularly suit me, since the federal government created the term.\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{16} Mission, Society of Am. Law Teachers (July 30, 2009), http://www.saltlaw.org/contents/view/mission.

\textsuperscript{17} Two examples of stereotyping, both come in the form of attempted compliments: First, to me, that I am well educated for a Puerto Rican. Second, to my two U.S.-born daughters on how well they speak English. Well meaning or not, these are stereotypical comments about Latino/as. My daughters and I take these in good humor and try to continue educating at each turn, even if my daughters are only in fifth and ninth grade and the comments come from older folks.

I also intend that part of the learning be in the form of my written product as a legal scholar. So far, I am thoroughly devoted to administration and very much enjoy being dean. Whether the transition to law deaning is permanent or not, only time will tell! So far, so good! Therefore, I will continue to research and write, difficult as it is when I have a law school to run, because I have some much to say in the critical conversation in my main area of study—the law and immigrants. I have researched and written about the laws affecting the rights of immigrants in the United States and in other countries.19

Another area of scholarly interest for me is diversity in the legal profession, and I have authored an article regarding the status of women lawyers.20 Thus, the topics of my research and writing have been how I use my scholarly voice as an instrument for social justice. As these issues regarding social justice continue to be in the forefront, even if administration becomes in fact a permanent career move for me, I will maintain my connections with my work as a scholar. Furthermore, I note that maintaining my scholarship increases my ability to encourage my faculty to publish, as I lead by example.

As I reflect on legal education, equality, and justice and consider the advice I would give other Latinas and “outsiders” who aspire to become law deans, one phrase comes to mind. First and foremost, “Be yourself.” Law deaning and trying to effectuate change in the world requires a moral conviction and strength of character that has to be genuine and sparkling with the gleam of authenticity. When the numbers of women minority law deans stand at the single digits,21 our voices need to be our very own.

